Interpreting Pretrained Source-code Models using Neuron Redundancy Analyses
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ABSTRACT
Neural code intelligence models continue to be 'black boxes' to the human programmer. This opacity limits their application towards code intelligence tasks, particularly for applications like vulnerability detection where a model's reliance on spurious correlations can be safety-critical. We introduce a neuron-level approach to interpretability of neural code intelligence models which eliminates redundancy due to highly similar or task-irrelevant neurons within these networks. We evaluate the remaining important neurons using probing classifiers which are often used to ascertain whether certain properties have been encoded within the latent representations of neural intelligence models. However, probing accuracies may be artificially inflated due to repetitive and deterministic nature of tokens in code datasets. Therefore, we adapt the selectivity metric originally introduced in NLP to account for probe memorization, to formulate our source-code probing tasks. Through our neuron analysis, we find that more than 95% of the neurons are redundant wrt. our code intelligence tasks and can be eliminated without significant loss in accuracy. We further trace individual and subsets of important neurons to specific code properties which could be used to influence model predictions. We demonstrate that it is possible to identify 'number' neurons, 'string' neurons, and higher level 'text' neurons which are responsible for specific code properties. This could potentially be used to modify neurons responsible for predictions based on incorrect signals. Additionally, the distribution and concentration of the important neurons within different source code embeddings can be used as measures of task complexity, to compare source-code embeddings and guide training choices for transfer learning over similar tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Transformer-based [46] neural code intelligence models have outperformed task specific models on several software engineering tasks like code completion, bug fixing, and clone detection, among others. These models are highly generalizable and are trained using self-supervised learning objectives that eliminate the cost of feature engineering in code intelligence tasks. Consequently, these deep learning models have not only seen widespread adoption by the software engineering research community, but have also been used to power industry standard tools like Github Copilot, a code completion tool which is powered by OpenAI Codex [9].

While software engineering tools powered by neural models significantly improve the productivity of programmers, the opacity of these models continues to be a huge barrier to trusting and explaining their predictions. Interpretability of neural models is particularly essential for safety critical software. For example, in the vulnerability detection use case, a neural model’s reliance on incorrect vulnerability signals to make predictions can make them vulnerable to perturbations to those inputs/adversarial attacks. In addition to explaining individual predictions, a better understanding of the properties of source code encoded within the latent representations learned by neural models will increase transparency, robustness, and allow us to better optimize models for particular tasks. These considerations have spurred research into the interpretability of neural code intelligence models.

We introduce a novel approach to improving interpretability of neural models of code by performing a fine-grained neuron level analysis of these models. Our approach is adapted for source code models from neuron analysis approaches in Natural Language Processing [11, 13–15]. We attempt to answer the following questions about the information encoded within a neural source code model’s latent representations: (i) do individual neurons in code-trained transformer models capture task-related information? (ii) can we trace signals between model inputs and specific neurons? (iii) can we isolate subsets of neurons which can perform well on the given task? (iv) which portions of the network learn more about the given task? (v) how distributed or focused is the information? and (vi) how do different models differ in learning these properties?

[13]. Neural networks are universal function approximators [19] with millions of parameters trained using self-supervised learning objectives like masked language modeling. Therefore, they have a high capacity for generalization to different downstream tasks. However, Dalvi et al. [13] shows that pretrained neural models in Natural Language Processing (NLP) contain large amounts of redundant information. These redundancies may arise due to two
Probing classifiers are a well-established technique to probe latent representations in NLP neural models and have also seen several applications in source code model interpretability. However, an inherent shortcoming of probing classifiers is that they may memorize the task at hand which may not faithfully reflect the information encoded within the model representations [18]. Existing research on source code models use probe accuracy to evaluate the performance of probing tasks. Karmakar and Robbes [25] uses a ‘naive’ baseline which refers to the performance of the neural model’s embedding layer on the probing task and [45] have used a “simple bound baseline” with which to evaluate their probing classifiers. However, these do not account for accuracies that may be inflated due to probe memorization.

In NLP, Hewitt and Liang [18] proposed the creation of control tasks, with randomly re-assigned classes so that only memorization could perform above random guessing. They introduced the Selectivity metric as the difference between accuracy on the task and the control task to quantify probe memorization. We create control tasks and used the Selectivity metric to evaluate our Token-Tagging probing task. We further use the results of this evaluation to reformulate our probing task to account for probe memorization due to the nature of source code datasets. This is further discussed in Section 3.

To summarize, our paper makes the following contributions:

1. We introduce Selectivity-guided probing task formulation for Token-Tagging to account probe memorization due to repetitive and deterministic tokens in source code datasets.
2. We use Linguistic Correlation Analysis to rank and identify individual neurons that are responsible for specific code properties with the goal of influencing model predictions.
3. We perform a fine-grained neuron analysis of neural code representations using four different neuron selection techniques and obtain a minimal neuron set that performs as well as baseline.
4. We further discuss the implications of such a neuron-analysis for interpretability of neural source code models with concrete observations from our experimental results and suggest future directions of research.

We perform our experiments on four different neural code intelligence models on the token-level task of Python Token-Tagging and three different models on two sentence-level downstream classification tasks, Defect Detection, and Code Search. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no studies that analyze individual neurons or subsets of neurons of pre-trained source code models.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work in post-hoc interpretability of pretrained source code models. Section 3 explains our motivation behind this work. Section 4 provides a background about the techniques used to perform our neuron analysis followed by experimental settings and evaluation in section 5. Section 6 explores the threats to validity and section 7 concludes this paper and provides directions for future work.

2 RELATED WORK
Post-hoc interpretability research for neural code intelligence models has advanced in two major directions.

2.0.1 Extracting Input Features to explain model predictions. The first direction has used extractive interpretation approaches which extract and highlight key regions of the input program and allow the user to draw conclusions about corresponding model predictions. Their rationale is that studying the impact of input code reduction on model predictions can improve traceability between relevant code features and model outputs and provide better insights into the black box models. Studies in extractive interpretability have used techniques like attention-guided code perturbation [7, 40, 54], prediction preserving code minimization using syntax unaware approaches [35, 43], and syntax aware approaches [36]. Attention-based code perturbation techniques are useful when extracting hard-coded features is not a viable option for dynamically typed languages or arbitrary code-snippets. However, not only do most attention-based studies poorly correlate with code elements that are important according to human programmers [31, 36], the debate regarding whether attention is an explanation [22, 50] and whether it aligns with information stored within learned embeddings [47], whether that information can influence model predictions is still open [7]. Therefore, attention is best suited to guiding interpretability studies in combination with other techniques to provide a holistic picture of the inner workings of neural models [50]. For example, Wan et al. [47] use attention analysis to see whether the model focuses on syntax structure of code followed by probing analysis to ascertain whether the information was encoded within the latent representations. Bui et al. [7] use attention-guided code perturbation to rank input elements based on their influence on model predictions. On the other hand, prediction preserving input minimization approaches in software engineering have been used to extract meaningful input features [10, 33, 35, 36, 43]. These approaches work particularly well when features are sparse and uncorrelated so that highlighting specific parts of the input can give clear indications as to its role in the model prediction [35]. They rely on perturbing code elements using syntax-unaware techniques like delta-debugging [35, 43] while Rabin et al. [36] provide a syntax-aware approach for program simplification to improve understanding about model predictions. Program simplification or removal of tokens while retaining output predictions can lead to changes in attention weights and activations specially because many BERT and GPT2-based models use positional encodings. Cito et al. [10] take this further by generating counterfactual explanations for model predictions.

Many of these methods are model-agnostic and can easily be adopted without internal knowledge about model parameters, which may not be accessible if the models are not open-sourced. On the other hand, without information about models latent representations, they provide limited insight into the general effectiveness code embeddings and the distribution of information encoded within them.

2.0.2 Interpreting source code embeddings. The second direction of interpretability research for source code models has focused on investigating models’ latent representations and specific properties of code encoded within them. The goal of these studies is to explain general model behavior with the goal of increasing transparency of these ‘black box’ neural models to guide model pretraining and optimization. To this end, Zhou et al. [55] assess the generalizability of CodeBERT on various software engineering tasks while Kang et al. [24] assess the effectiveness of the Code2Vec embedding in different tasks. Siow et al. [41] performs an empirical study to evaluate different types of code embeddings over several machine learning models. Rabin et al. [38] look at the internals of Code2Vec source code embedding vectors by using them to train SVM models and comparing them with SVM models trained on handcrafted features. There has also been research using probes to ascertain whether pretrained models capture syntactic, structural, and semantic information about source code [25, 28, 45, 47]. Troshin and Chirkova [45] has compared several models on the basis of architecture, fine-tuning, model size and code-specific pretraining objectives. The performance of probing classifiers on diagnostic tasks to predict AST depth, weather a token is an identifier, data flow edges, variable names, etc. have indicated that the code embeddings obtained using neural models of code do capture syntactic and semantic code properties to some extent. Further, Karmakar and Robbes [25] uses a ‘naive’ baseline which refers to the performance of the neural model’s embedding layer on the probing task and [45] have used a ‘simple bound baseline’ with which to evaluate their probing classifiers. However, these do not account for accuracies that may be inflated due to probe memorization. We introduce the role of memorization in probing classifiers due to the nature of source code datasets to source code model probing and propose Selectivity-guided probing task formulation to mitigate its effects.

Additionally, López et al. [28] introduces an AST probe which can recover the entire Abstract Syntax Tree of an input code snippet from the latent representations of pretrained code models. Wan et al. [47] uses attention analysis to analyse whether syntactic relations are captured by the model followed by using structural probes to see whether that information was actually captured within the learned embeddings. They further induce an syntax tree to conclude that the syntactic structure of code is captured by the pretrained model. While related work has only used probing classifiers to claim whether or not a certain property is encoded within the latent representations, our work uses the probing classifier-based neuron ranking method, Linguistic Correlation Analysis to eliminate redundant neurons and isolate important neurons wrt a given task. Our neuron analysis attempts to improve traceability between input features and features encoded within latent representations and study its role in impacting model behavior.
3 MOTIVATION

Motivated by some observations made in prior interpretability research, our neuron analysis provides a complementary view towards interpreting neural code intelligence models that can help answer some of the questions brought up by them and raise some new ones. We discuss some of these observations in this section.

3.1 Opacity of neural code intelligence models

The black box nature of neural models of code has necessitated the need for techniques that can shed light on their inner workings. Analyzing redundancies using different neuron selection techniques allows us to isolate subsets of neurons responsible for a particular property and can provide us with different information about the distribution of relevant neurons. For example, Correlation Clustering can shed light upon how similar the information encoded between different neurons is while layerwise analysis shows us the how the important neurons with respect to a particular task are distributed across different layers of the model. Therefore, insights about the distribution of important neurons and minimal subset of neurons can act as indicators of task complexity and provide methods to objectively compare different models. Further, eliminating redundant neurons with respect to a given downstream task has implications in model distillation and transfer learning.

3.2 Very few relevant features and reliance on spurious correlations

Related work in model-agnostic extractive interpretability [35] of code intelligence models suggested that “models do not necessarily rely on overall structure or content of code but on very few features leveraging simple syntactic patterns to make predictions.” Source code models tend to rely on very few key input tokens [35], mainly focus on keywords and datatypes, and over rely on syntactic features like semicolons [54] often at the cost of indicators that are more important according to human programmers. That source code models are prone to learning spurious correlations between superficial input features [53] makes them susceptible to adversarial examples that can influence model predictions and cause loss of generalizability in the face of even small semantic transformations [34]. This motivates our research into identifying individual and subsets of neurons responsible for specific properties of code and improve traceability between neurons and input features.

3.2.1 Traceability. In NLP, Belinkov et al. [6] use Linguistic Correlation Analysis (Section 4.0.2) to rank neurons and gain insight into the properties they may have learned. They suggest that specific neurons can be mapped to particular human recognizable features in natural language and isolate neurons like a place neuron, a name neuron, gerund verb neuron etc. in the Parts-of-Speech tagging task. We adapt these experiments for code-trained models to improve traceability between key input features and specific neurons. In NLP, Bau et al. [4] further demonstrate that it is possible to modify neurons that capture desired properties to control tense, gender, and in translations of Neural Machine Translation models. We attempt to map specific neurons to classes in our Token Tagging task. See, for example, Fig. 2 which highlights input tokens in lines of

```python
return logit * EM_total / len(y_true) if len(y_true) > 0 else 0
```

--- except ParameterError:
```python
plt.legend ( fontsize = 12)
if x < 1: continue
lockfile . acquire ( timeout = 10)
```

(a) NUMBER, KEYWORD (CodeBERT) - Layer 2: 116
```python
for bbox , label in zip ( bboxes , labels ) :
im_matrix = np . zeros ( rankings , ( 2 , 1 ) )
alpha = color [ : , 3 ]
params = [ v . strip () for v in params_str . split ( ',', ) ]
for name , array in self . columns . items () :
(b) NAME (CodeBERT) - Layer 5: 365
```

Figure 2: Activated words

code that lead to large activation values for certain neurons in the CodeBERT model. We see neuron 365 in layer 5 highlights NAME tokens in the code snippet. We would like to explore the implications of this in software engineering tasks and believe it would be particularly useful in the vulnerability detection use case. A neural model relying on spurious correlations to make predictions about whether a piece of code is buggy or not can have major security implications. In this study, we lay the groundwork for such an exploration in the future.

3.2.2 Interpretability of latent representations. While the previous section focused on token-level tasks, we also try to identify subsets of neurons that are important for two downstream tasks. Our experiments (section 5.3) suggest that a very small set of neurons that can predict the given task with an accuracy comparable to oracle accuracy. However, whether the task truly requires very few neurons to make predictions, or is it relying on shortcuts as suggested by [36] requires further investigation. If the model does rely on shortcuts, our work motivates the following questions: did the model not learn anything about the important features? Did the latent representations encode relevant features during self-supervised pretraining that are not being used to make predictions for the specific task? If so, are there better code-specific training objectives as suggested by Troshin and Chirkova [45]’s probing study, or inference time neuron modifications that can mitigate this?

3.3 Probing neural code embeddings

Probing classifiers are a common and useful method used for interpreting latent representations of neural models. However, they are not without their limitations [5].

3.3.1 Memorization in probing classifiers. In NLP, Hewitt and Liang [18] proposed using control tasks and introduced the Selectivity metric to account for a probing classifier’s capacity to memorize the task as opposed to faithfully reflecting the properties encoded within learned representations of neural models. While there has been no equivalent study about memorization in probing tasks in neural source code models, prior research [37] has suggested that neural models of code are prone to memorization due to the large number of trainable parameters. Rabin et al. [37] have explored
memorization and generalization capabilities of neural models of code by adding output noise using “nonsensical” labels to create control tasks. Selectivity, on the other hand, has primarily been used to assess probing expressivity in NLP. While we follow Belinkov [5]’s guidelines to ensure the most reliable conclusions from probing tasks and use linear classifiers, which are considered the most selective probes [18], degeneracies in datasets of probing tasks can lead to conclusions that may be overestimated at best and misleading at worst.

3.3.2 Nature of source code datasets. [8, 34] find that that model outputs are frequently affected by the repetitive nature of source code and code duplication due to code mined from open source Github repositories[1]. Our experiments (section 5.2.2) suggested that a large amount of memorization in source code data is due to the repetitive and deterministic nature of the tokens. This is particularly important for token-level tasks as sentence level tasks are probed using sentence embeddings that have been optimized by finetuning. They presumably store higher level information about the downstream task.

3.3.3 Selectivity guided probing task formulation. To account for memorization due to information leakage, we develop a mitigation strategy by reformulating our probing task, in particular by eliminating deterministic and repetitive tokens, and modifying the probing test set to limit the extent of memorization possible. In addition to improving selectivity, filtering out deterministic tokens is useful for probing whether ambiguous tokens are actually encoded within the latent representations. Whether this information about non-spurious features is actually used to make predictions needs further investigation.

4 BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly review the techniques we used to perform interpretability experiments on the representations of pretrained source code models. We begin with an overview of probing classifiers which are fundamental to our approach.

4.0.1 Probing Classifiers. Let \( \mathcal{M} \) denote a pretrained source code model, a function that maps an input \( x \) (i.e. a line of source code or entire code snippet) to a vector \( \mathbf{h}(x) \) of neuron activation values (latent representations).

A probing classifier \( g: \mathcal{M}(x) \mapsto i \) maps those latent representations \( \mathbf{h}(x) \) to some property \( i \) of interest (e.g. token label).

The probing classifier \( g \) is trained by minimizing the elastic-net regularized categorical cross-entropy loss [57].

The regularization hyper-parameters can be selected through a grid search using cross-validation, though the computation required for such searches can be prohibitive, so it is not uncommon to use manually selected values. Let \( \theta \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times |T|} \) denote the fitted weights of the probing classifier \( g \), where \( N \) is the number of neurons extracted from \( \mathcal{M} \) and \( T \) is the number of classes. Let \( n \) denote the number of samples (e.g. tokens).

4.0.2 Probe-Based Ranking of Neurons Using Linguistic Correlation Analysis. In NLP research, Linguistic Correlation Analysis (LCA) [11, 14] is a probe-based method used to rank and extract the most relevant neurons with respect to an extrinsic property.

We sort the weights \( \theta \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times |T|} \) of the probing classifier \( g \) in descending order on the basis of their absolute values and select the top \( k \) neurons with respect to a given property \( i \in T \). We select the top \( k \) neurons for every class \( i \) on the basis of their contribution to a defined percentage of the total weight mass.

4.0.3 Probeless Ranking of Neurons. The probeless ranking method [2] is an alternative neuron ranking procedure based on data statistics.

\[
g(c) = \text{Mean}(\{\mathbf{h}(w_i) | \text{class}(t_i) = c\})\text{ of neuron activations, averaged across all samples with a token belonging to class } c.\]

We then calculate the element-wise absolute difference vector \( r \) between the mean vectors for all (unordered) pairs of classes \( c \) and \( c' \) as \( r = |\sum_{c,c'} q(c) - q(c')| \). We then sort the elements of \( r \) in decreasing order to a ranking of the neurons.

4.0.4 Correlation Clustering. Correlation Clustering is task independent and can be used to eliminate neurons that are redundant because they capture highly similar information. We perform Correlation Clustering [3] of neurons based on their activation patterns. We calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficient for every neuron pair over their activation values for the samples in the data set \( D \). Next, with the distance matrix \( \text{cdist}(x,y) = 1 - |\text{corr}(x,y)| \) we use agglomerative hierarchical clustering with average linkage to minimize the average distance of all data points in pairs of clusters. We randomly selected one neuron from each cluster to create a reduced set of independent neurons which are then used to train a probing classifier. The clustering threshold hyperparameter \( c \) can range from 0 to 1 and controls the maximum distance between any two points in a cluster. A high value of \( c \) indicates that the clusters are larger and there neurons that are further apart are included in the cluster.

4.0.5 Layer Selection. We perform independent and incremental layerwise analysis by selecting activations of neurons from specific layers. Independent layerwise analysis selects neurons from a specific layer \( l \) to train a probing classifier. Incremental layer-wise analysis is performed by concatenating the layer probing classifiers for every layer before the given layer i.e layer 0 to layer \( l \). Layerwise analysis can be used to identify redundant layers with respect to given task. The tradeoff between accuracy and number of neurons selected (the goal is to select the minimum number of neurons that can match baseline accuracy) can be controlled using a hyperparameter called performance delta.

Performance delta refers to the percentage of relative reduction in accuracy allowed while selecting the number of layers [13].

4.0.6 Minimal Neuron Set. The minimal neuron set is the smallest number of neurons that can be obtained using a combination of our neuron selection methods and can maintain the accuracy of the probing classifier \( g \) using all neurons, which we refer to as the oracle accuracy. We use Layer Selection, followed by Correlation Clustering and Linguistic Correlation Analysis to select the minimal neuron set. The idea is to select the set of lowest layers that give the best accuracy using incremental layerwise results, to eliminate highly similar neurons using correlation clustering and then rank the remaining neurons using LCA to obtain a minimal neuron set.
4.0.7 Control tasks and Selectivity metric to evaluate probing task. Nominally, one could use the test performance of a probing classifier on a source code property task to assess the extent to which that property is learned during pre-training by BERT or GPT based source code models. Previous work in probing source code models [25, 45] has used the accuracy metric to evaluate probe performance on a given probing task. However, in the NLP literature, probing classifiers were in some cases found to achieve high test accuracy but essentially did so through memorization. To mitigate against the potential for memorization, Hewitt and Liang [18] introduced control tasks which randomly assign a new label for each token, preserving label frequencies. They argue that a high control task accuracy highlights the role of training data and the probe’s memorization capabilities instead of using encoded information about linguistic structure and semantics. We use this methodology to create a control task for our Token Tagging task. Our control task is defined by mapping each token type $t_i$ to a randomly sampled behavior $C(t_i)$, from a set of numbers $\{1 \ldots T\}$ where $T$ is the number of classes or labels. Hewitt and Liang [18] introduced the Selectivity metric, the difference between linguistic task accuracy and control task accuracy. We use this metric to put probing task accuracy in context with the probe’s capacity to memorize from token types and detect information leakage between source code training and test sets. An effective probing task is one with with a high linguistic task accuracy and low control task accuracy. We use linear classifiers for our probing experiments which are known to be the most selective [18].

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Experimental Settings

Models. We perform our experiments on four different neural source code models, CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT, UniXCoder and CodeGPT-adapted (for token-level task). The CodeGPT model was trained using the natural language trained GPT2 as a starting point followed by training on a python code corpus. All of these models have been used in several software engineering tasks. UniXCoder is the state-of-the-art for some tasks[30]. The models were selected on the basis of differences in architecture, pretraining objectives and data, modalities, etc giving us different points of comparison for our neuron-level analysis. We used pretrained models from the huggingface transformers library [52].

Datasets and Tasks. We use two broad categories of tasks, a token-level task of Token Tagging and sentence-level tasks, which include Defect Detection and Code Search.

Token Tagging. The token tagging dataset was created from Kanade et al. [23]’s Python dataset as it has been filtered remove samples of the CodeSearchNet[21] dataset that were used to pretrain models like CodeBERT[16]. We use the lexical scanner provided by Python’s tokenize module to automatically annotate the tokens of code. Dataset statistics can be found in Table 1

Defect Detection. The Defect Detection task predicts whether a given code snippet is secure or insecure with vulnerabilities to resource leaks and DoS attacks or use-after-free vulnerabilities. The data set was manually labelled by cybersecurity experts and contains functions collected from C programming language. We use the Devign [56] dataset as it is a popular program understanding task [27, 32, 39, 49] within the CodeXGLUE [29] benchmark. Dataset statistics can be found in Table 1

Code Search. We follow Lu et al. [29] to formulate the Code Search task as a binary classification task. The models are trained to judge whether a given natural language description correctly describes a code snippet. Our models were finetuned on two datasets, first on the 251,820 train and 9,604 dev samples of Code Search (AdvTest) dataset obtained from CodesearchNet [21] dataset and then on the 20,000 training samples and 604 validation samples of the CoSQA [20] dataset.

Extracting neuron activations. For the token-level task of Token-Tagging, we extract the neuron activations for each token in our data set. For sentence-level tasks like Defect Detection and Code Search, we first finetune the models using the hyperparameters provided by [29] for finetuning our models and update model

\[\text{https://github.com/mhagglun/google-research-cutBERT}\]

\[\text{https://docs.python.org/3/library/tokenize.html}\]

parameters using the Adam optimizer and then extract sentence level representations. The fine-tuning step is essential to optimize the first token <s> as it is the aggregate pooling of the entire sentence in BERT-like models. For code search which is formulated as sentence-pair classification tasks, we extract the <s> token for each snippet. For GPT2-based models, which are trained on the unidirectional language modeling task, we extract the last token. Since GPT2 models pad to the right, we extract the end-of-sentence token </s> to obtain sentence-level representations.

**Probing classifier settings.** The activations of the original training set for a given task are split into a new training and validation set in a 90:10 ratio, while the original validation set is used as the test set for the probing experiments. We use the NeuroX⁴ [12] toolkit and adapt Dalvi et al. [13]’s experiments⁵ to perform the probing and neuron-ranking experiments for code-trained models. Our probe is a logistic regression classifier with ElasticNet [57] regularization using a categorical cross-entropy loss optimized by Adam [26]. We train the probing classifiers for 10 epochs with a learning rate of 1e-3, batch size of 128 and regularization hyperparameter $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = 10^{-5}$ for both the $L_1$ and $L_2$ regularization penalties. We used the default hyperparameter values suggested by [13].

**Baselines.** We introduce control tasks and the Selectivity[18] metric to source-code model probing to evaluate the probe’s capacity to memorize in token-level tasks and account for artificially inflated accuracies. This is further explained in Section 5.2.1. For our neuron-level analysis, we use a probing classifier trained on the activations of all neurons of a given model as baseline. We call this Oracle accuracy. We further compare our probing classifier-based neuron ranking results with Probeless ranking (see Section 4.0.3) to account for the inherent shortcomings of probing classifiers as discussed in [5]. We also analyse our results against parallel studies in NLP [13] on comparable tasks like Parts of Speech, Sentiment Analysis (SST-2 [42]), Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference (MNLI [51]), Question-Answering Natural Language inference (QNLI [48] [Wang et al. 2018]) due to similarities in downstream task formulation.

### Table 2: Tracing important neurons to properties of code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neuron</th>
<th>Top-5 words</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layer 0: 217</td>
<td>vlat, filename, pm_lat, flag_entrics, FlagMetals</td>
<td>CodeBERT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer 7: 705</td>
<td>optional, tuple, image_ext, except, severity</td>
<td>CodeGPT-Py-Adapted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer 8: 389</td>
<td>break, r, r&quot;r&quot;, a&quot;, wb</td>
<td>GraphCodeBERT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer 1: 256</td>
<td>200, 201, 100, print, 111</td>
<td>UniXCoder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Probing results for Python Token Tagging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>CodeBERT</th>
<th>GraphCodeBERT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>Orig. acc.</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control acc.</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Selectivity</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtered</td>
<td>Orig. acc.</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control acc.</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Selectivity</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Tracing specific neurons to code properties

In this section, we discuss Selectivity-guided probing task formulation and traceability of specific neurons to input features or classes.

5.2.1 Evaluation of token-level probing tasks using Selectivity suggests that the probe memorizes to a large extent. We create a simple Token-Tagging probing data set as described in Section 5.1 to probe our pretrained models. This dataset contains 44 classes. We further create a control task for Token-Tagging by associating tokens with random labels as described in Section 4.0.7 and use the Selectivity metric to evaluate probe performance. The results of these experiments for two models, CodeBERT and GraphCodeBERT, can be found in Table 3. Our probing experiments reveal a high control task accuracy of about 77% for token-tagging, which suggests that the probe uses memorization to a large extent. This is because by construction (the random relabelling of the tokens), control tasks discard syntactic code properties (i.e. the patterns of token sequences resulting from the underlying grammar). Control task probes can only perform well (relative to random guessing) if the probe is able to memorize due to information leakage from the training set to the test set. We address this issue of information leakage by creating a filtered version of the Token-Tagging dataset.

5.2.2 Reformulating the probing task using a filtered dataset reduces memorization due to information leakage. We reduce the overlap between the training and the test set by eliminating all deterministic tokens like EQUAL "=" , LPAR "\) , etc. and probe the model on just four classes with ambiguous tokens NAME, KEYWORD, STRING and NUMBER. NAME includes all method names, variable names, constants, etc. KEYWORD includes all Python keywords, STRING includes all strings in Python source code; these are usually found within quotes; and NUMBER which includes all numbers found within a Python code snippet.

Further, the Python data set which we used to create our Token Tagging data set contains a large number of samples that belong to either web development or machine learning domains. Moreover, since most data sets are selected from popular GitHub repositories with similar naming conventions, the code snippets tend to contain similar variable names like “ip” and “ip_address," “template_name” and “template_fileName,” “sorting_order” and “boot_order,” etc. We address this by only using web development related code in the training set and machine learning code snippets in the test set. We also remove tokens which exist in both the training and test set. Another solution to this is creating a probing task based on position of tokens by masking NAME tokens so that their type can be determined by contextual information learned by representations during pretraining. The statistics for this filtered data set can be found in Table 1.
Removing repetitive and deterministic tokens significantly improves selectivity which ensures that probing classifiers are reflective of properties encoded by neural models and do not rely on memorization leading to inaccurate conclusions about model interpretability.

Therefore, future studies using probing classifiers to interpret neural source code embeddings should take this into account while drawing their conclusions. While using appropriate comparative baselines like [45] may mitigate the impact of inflated accuracies to some extent, preventing probe memorization due to information leakage is particularly important for our application as we use a probing-based approach to rank important neurons and trace them to specific tokens in the input code. Retaining deterministic tokens could produce misleading results about input-neuron traceability which is discussed in the following section.

5.2.3 We can trace specific neurons to specific classes in the input program. After reformulating our probing task based on selectivity results, we perform Linguistic Correlation Analysis (Section 4.0.2) to obtain the top neurons for every class, we use the activations of the important neurons for specific classes to highlight the top words for those neurons using the NeuroX [12] visualization tool as seen in Fig. 2. Table 2 shows the top words for some of the important neurons for four neural models of code. For example, in the CodeBERT model, neuron 217 of layer 0 can be called a "string neuron" as the top tokens associated with it are strings. In case of UniXCoder, neuron 256 of layer 1 can be called a "number neuron" as the top tokens associated with it are numbers. However, we also notice that one of the top tokens is "print" which suggests that a particular neuron can either be associated with more than one class or this could be a noisy pattern learned by the network.

In case of CodeGPT-pyAdapted, which is trained on Python source code, we see that the top words associated with neuron 705 of layer 7 belong to Name, Keyword and String classes. We observe that all these tokens are similar to each other. Therefore, this neuron could be focusing on a common property to these classes and we can consider it a "text neuron". We consider this plausible as this model was initialized from the GPT2 model which had been pretrained on natural language and the neuron is located in one of the higher layers which presumably contain higher level patterns based on several studies of neural networks[17, 44]. However, we recognize that this could also be due to noise in the network. Similarly, in GraphCodeBERT, neuron 389 of layer 8 could be considered a "text neuron", misclassifying the "break" token or be responsible for more than one class. Therefore, for further studies, we suggest formulating additional selectivity-guided probing tasks to conduct a neuron-level analysis to trace neurons to probing task labels and the input features associated with them. Further, we see that, in Fig. 2a, both 0 and 1 belong to NUMBER, but they are not highlighted. Similarly, neuron 365 in layer 5 can be considered a NAME neuron in Fig. 2b, but bbox, label, np, and so on, are not highlighted. We believe this is because there could be several neurons associated with a particular class of the probing task. In the next section, we discuss how our different neuron ranking approaches can be used to select different subsets of neurons that can maintain oracle probe accuracy.

Tasks of different granularities can also help us identify patterns within subsets of neurons responsible for particular properties. This can further be used in combination with extractive interpretability approaches (discussed in Section 2.0.1) to improve traceability between inputs, neurons and model outputs.

Our neuron analysis can be used to identify individual neurons like the "string neuron", "number neuron", "name neuron", etc. that are correlated with particular classes of our probing task, and neurons like "text neurons" which are associated with commonalities between different classes like string and keyword.

5.3 Analyzing subsets of neurons for interpretability of neural models of code

In the previous section, we demonstrated that it is possible to trace neurons to specific code properties to some extent and suggested that there may be subsets of neurons responsible for particular classes and some of the more abstract patterns of code. In this section we explore this further by using a combination of neuron selection techniques to obtain a minimal neuron set (Section 4.0.6) of neurons which can achieve probing accuracy that is comparable to oracle accuracy. We perform these experiments on the downstream tasks of Defect Detection and Code Search in addition to the filtered Token Tagging task. We first perform Layer Selection (incremental layerwise) (Section 4.0.5), followed by Correlation Clustering(Section 4.0.4) and Linguistic Correlation Analysis(LCA)(Section 4.0.2). We further illustrate the implications of such a study on a wider set of models and tasks to guide decisions about using neural models of code for software engineering tasks and additional consideration while adapting techniques from NLP towards source code applications.

5.3.1 Neural models rely on very few neurons to make predictions.

We analyze redundancy due to similarity of neurons and task relevance. We further use this to eliminate redundant neurons and isolate a subset of neurons that we call the minimal neuron set. This suggests that a neural model relies on very few features to make model predictions. This also raises a few questions that merit further investigation. Do the neurons eliminated due to task irrelevance contain repetitive information (can be analysed to some extent using correlation clustering or more advanced techniques to detect similarity in neurons), information about other aspects of code for generalizability (through improved traceability and distribution of important neurons) or noise as suggested by [37]. Additionally, a reliance on very few neurons could also indicate a reliance on spurious features.

We obtain a minimal neuron set that can eliminate more than 97% of the neurons while maintaining oracle accuracy across all our tasks in most models. In the Token Tagging task, we can actually see an increase in accuracy on the reduced set.

The minimal neuron set is obtained using a combination of different techniques which can be used to get insights into the information encoded within the latent representations. For example, In Table 4, we can see that the important neurons for token-tagging
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Token Tagging</th>
<th>Code Search</th>
<th>Defect Detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>GCB</td>
<td>CGPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td># of neurons</td>
<td>9984</td>
<td>9984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>91.46%</td>
<td>89.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>c.t.</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of neurons</td>
<td>3229</td>
<td>9984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>94.93%</td>
<td>98.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diff(acc)</td>
<td>3.47%</td>
<td>8.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diff(neurons)</td>
<td>67.66%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS+</td>
<td>% of neurons</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perf. delta</td>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>3-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C.t.</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of neurons</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>94.18%</td>
<td>89.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diff(score)</td>
<td>2.72%</td>
<td>0.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diff(neurons)</td>
<td>99.71%</td>
<td>99.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CB: CodeBERT, GCB: GraphCodeBERT, CGPA: CodeGPT-Adapted, UC: UniXCoder. c.t.: clustering threshold, Bold numbers indicate best score after significant neuron reduction.

5.3.2 Neuron selection techniques to explain neural source code embeddings in relation to specific tasks. In addition to number of important neurons for a given task, our neuron analysis can further be used to draw conclusions about the distribution of pertinent information within the network. Different neuron selection techniques select different subsets of neurons to maintain oracle accuracy. This can provide multiple views of the information encoded within latent representations and provide us insights about subsets of neurons that are important for a given task. This information can further be used to analyse task complexity and model behavior on different tasks to guide decisions about model distillation and transfer learning.

For example, in comparing two tasks, Token Tagging and Defect Detection on the basis of important neurons obtained using our approach, we observe that the important neurons for the Token Tagging probing task are primarily located in the lower layers (Table 4). On the other hand, both our layerwise analysis and a visual inspection of neuron ids obtained using probeless ranking suggest that information pertinent to the defect detection task is encoded within later layers, primarily the last layer. This suggests that the semantic knowledge required to predict whether a given code snippet is vulnerable or secure is stored in the higher layers. We believe that this is because the network learns to condense and store a few higher-level sentence features that allow it to predict the task with oracle accuracy. This trend is supported by studies in NLP which have shown that lower layers tend to focus on local phenomena like syntactic properties, while the higher layers focus on global or long-distance phenomena such as semantic properties pertinent to the given task [17, 44]. In NLP, Dalvi et al. [13] suggested the use of pyramid-style architectures with wider lower layers and narrow higher layer for downstream tasks based on a neuron analysis on token and sentence-level tasks in NLP.

It is also interesting to note that this is not the case for the sentence-level task of Code Search. Our experiments suggest that the important neurons for Code Search are located in lower layers. This could suggest that the models relies on lower level features to make predictions about this task. The use of neural code intelligence models was inspired by the success of similar linguistic models in NLP. Awareness about differences in the nature of tasks and their influence on the neural models can help us better adapt these techniques for code intelligence tasks and guide more efficient transfer learning strategies.

Additionally, NLP studies [12] have also demonstrated that token-level tasks require a larger number of neurons (around 300 for parts of speech tagging) as compared to higher-level downstream tasks, which showed at least a 92% reduction in neurons on BERT with some tasks only requiring 10 neurons. For example, Sentiment Analysis (SST-2 [42]) uses 30 neurons, Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference (MNLI [51]) requires 30 neurons, Question-Answering Natural Language inference (QNLI [48]) uses 40 neurons to match baseline accuracy on BERT. However, our token-tagging task, uses a much smaller number of neurons in the minimal set. This could be attributed to the fact that we only probe four ambiguous classes due to concerns of memorization by the probing classifier. It would be interesting to note how probing tasks of different granularities would perform in terms of number of neurons required to achieve accurate code search.

Table 4: Neuron level analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Token Tagging</th>
<th>Code Search</th>
<th>Defect Detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>GCB</td>
<td>CGPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td># of neurons</td>
<td>9984</td>
<td>9984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>91.46%</td>
<td>89.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>c.t.</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of neurons</td>
<td>3229</td>
<td>9984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>94.93%</td>
<td>98.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diff(acc)</td>
<td>3.47%</td>
<td>8.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diff(neurons)</td>
<td>67.66%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS+</td>
<td>% of neurons</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perf. delta</td>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>3-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C.t.</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of neurons</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>94.18%</td>
<td>89.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diff(score)</td>
<td>2.72%</td>
<td>0.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diff(neurons)</td>
<td>99.71%</td>
<td>99.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The concentration and distribution of important neurons for different models are highly task dependent.

5.3.3 Neuron analysis to compare different models on the basis of architectures, pretraining objectives, modalities, etc. Information about the concentration and distribution of neurons can act as indicators of task complexity, as discussed in the previous section, and the suitability of a model for a given task. For example, upon observing the results of our experiments Table 4, we observe that GraphCodeBERT allows for the least reduction in neurons using Correlation Clustering with a neuron reduction of 0% for token tagging, 85.44% reduction for Code Search accuracy and 74.41% reduction of similar neurons without loss of accuracy in the case of defect detection. The case for Token Tagging is particularly interesting because it allows for no neuron reduction based on similarity without loss of accuracy on the Token Tagging task.

We note that GraphCodeBERT shows lower redundancy due to similarity in token-level tasks. It is also much lower for sentence-level tasks compared to other models. This suggests CodeBERT, CodeGPT-pythonAdapted and UniXCoder store a larger amount of similar information than GraphCodeBERT and that token information in GraphCodeBERT is more distributed than other models. One possible explanation is that it is pretrained using additional pretraining objectives that incorporate data flow information. We note that UniXCoder has also been trained on additional pretraining objectives using an additional modality in the form of Abstract Syntax Tree information. In UniXCoder, we see a low percentage reduction of 10.96% of similar neurons on the defect detection task. It would be worthwhile to investigate whether the smaller reduction in similar neurons for UniXCoder on the defect detection task could be due to lower similarity in the higher layers due to additional pretraining objectives as compared to CodeBERT. We observe the highest reduction in neurons based on similarity in the case of CodeGPT-pyadadapted for the Token Tagging task. This could be due to the fact that our Token Tagging dataset is in Python, and the CodeGPT model we use has been trained only on Python source code. Additionally, a cursory visual comparison of selected top neuron ids using probeless ranking suggested that there were several common neurons between models with similar architectures like CodeBERT and GraphCodeBERT in the Defect Detection task. We believe this could be due to architectural similarities and a common pretraining objective of masked language modeling. We plan to further explore these commonalities in future work.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
We ensure software quality by using the models and datasets shared by the original developers under similar experimental settings as much as possible. Each of the models and datasets used has been used and cited by several studies in machine learning for software engineering. However, differences due to pretraining settings or decisions made by them cannot be accounted for while comparing the results of different models. Our results may not generalize to other code-related tasks. Further, while probing classifiers are a well-established interpretability method, the performance of probing classifiers accuracy is contingent on several possible confounders like the original data set, pre-trained model, probing data set, and probing model, which make it hard to make absolute claims about representation quality [5]. To confirm the validity of our conclusions and account for inherent shortcomings of probing classifiers, we also use a probeless approach to rank neurons for two tasks Token-Tagging and Defect Detection and observe a similar reduction in neurons. Whether these are the same neurons as LCA or follow the same trends is a question we would like to investigate in future work. Another potential threat is that neuron ranking methods may not always be optimal. Antverg and Belinkov [2] point out that a good probing classifier may perform well even when the ranking is bad, or an average classifier on a good ranking may perform better than a good classifier on a bad ranking. Therefore the probe-ranking combination requires further investigation and possible adaptation for code-related models and tasks.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we perform fine-grained neuron-level analysis of four popular neural source code intelligence models on three different software engineering tasks. We used different neuron ranking and selection techniques to identify important neurons. Further, since our approach makes use of probing classifiers, we propose selectivity to guide the formulation of probing tasks to account for memorization due to degeneracies in source code datasets. We observed that while the number and distribution varied over tasks, all our models can perform as well as baseline using a very small subset of neurons on the tasks that we have explored. Our neuron analysis provides a complementary view to prior research, supporting the argument that very few features (i.e. neurons) capture salient information relevant for software engineering tasks. We also demonstrate that concentration and distribution of important neurons within latent representations can be used as measures of task complexity, points of comparison for different neural model architectures, input representations, model distillation, and to guide other training choices for transfer learning over similar tasks. In the future, we plan to perform a detailed empirical study to compare models at the neuron level with differences in architecture pretraining objectives, pretraining data, modality and size.

Some previous works use model-agnostic extractive interpretability techniques to improve traceability between the input features and model predictions, while others attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of source code embeddings using various techniques. Our neuron analysis can serve as a link between extractive interpretability techniques and studies of latent code representations. It can be used to trace relationships between input features and important neurons which could further be used to interpret and control predictions. Studies in NLP can modify neurons to control biases like gender, race, etc. Similar approaches could be especially useful for use cases like vulnerability detection, where neuron modification might be able correct for incorrect vulnerability signals in

Different subsets of important neurons and distribution trends across models can provide points of comparison in terms of task complexity and model behavior and could be used to guide transfer learning approaches.


